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TEAM SPECS

School name: Bauman Moscow State Technical University team “Hydronautic ROV”
Home state: Russia, Moscow
Distance traveled to the international competition: 11 300 km
First-time MATE ROV competition participant? Yes, we’re “new” – participating in these competitions for the first time.

Team photo:

Stanislav Severov – professor of BMSTU, team mentor
Stanislav Kozlov – 5 course student, team captain
Galina Kouimova – 5 course student, developer
Valentin Myshkovsky – 5 course student, developer
Pavel Nektorov – 5 course student, diver
Ekaterina Arefyeva – 5 course student,
Ivan Semin – 5 course student, developer
Margarita Shalagina – 5 course student, coordinator
Ilya Popov – 4 course student, communicator
Boris Hvostov – 4 course student, developer
Eugenia Kalinina – 6 course student,
Dmitry Garbuzov – 6 course student, developer
Mikhail Sherbina – 6 course student, developer

ROV SPECS

ROV name: AkvaTOR
Total cost: 11 850 $
Primary material(s) used in construction: polypropylene
Approximate dimensions, mm (LxBxH): 450x300x280
Total weight in AIR in kilograms: 5.600
Safety features: Power voltage = 48 V DC
Special features:
Photo of our ROV: